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Background Info – ML Tasks

▪ Supervised Learning

• Methods that are given training examples in the form of inputs labelled with corresponding outputs.

▪ Objective

• Induce a model mapping inputs (including unseen inputs) to outputs.

▪ Classification task: Output domain is categorical

▪ Regression task: Output domain is cardinal

▪ Examples

• Object recognition in images

• Spam filtering

• Health Diagnostics



Background Info – ML Tasks

▪ Unsupervised Learning

• Methods that are given unlabeled inputs.

▪ Examples

• Clustering points according to a similarity metric (e.g., anomaly detection)

• Dimensionality reduction to project data in lower dimensional subspaces



Background Info – ML Tasks

▪ Reinforcement Learning

• Methods that are given data in the form of sequences of actions, observations and rewards.

▪ Objective

• Produce a policy for acting in the environment

−Agents learn by experience exploring their environments

▪ Examples

• Runs of video game play

• Chess game

• Trading bot



Background Info – ML Stages

▪ Training

• y = hθ(x)

• y is the model’s prediction for input x

• x is typically represented as a vector of values called features

▪ Training Data: Used to determine parameters θ. θ is updated as new training points become available.

▪ Validation Data: Measure generalization (performance on unseen data)

▪ Test Data: Measure accuracy (proportion of predictions hθ(x) that matched the label y on data disjoint from 

training and validation)

▪ Inference

• The model is deployed to infer predictions on inputs unseen during training.

• The value of parameters θ are fixed.



Contribution

▪ Systemize findings on ML Security and Privacy

▪ Articulate a comprehensive threat model for ML

▪ Explore and evaluate security and privacy in ML domain:

• Through the prism of the CIA model

• With respect to the machine learning pipeline



Impact

▪ There is a growing recognition that Machine Learning exposes new vulnerabilities in software systems, yet the 

technical community’s understanding of the nature and extent of these vulnerabilities remains limited.

▪ The results of these applications are used for consulting, predicting, decision making.

• Autonomous Cars

• Health Care Issues

• Malware Detection

• Personal Financial Management

▪ In order to take correct decisions which may affect our health, safety, financial status, CIA needs to be 

ensured:

• Confidentiality: Access to information should be granted only on a need to know basis so that information which is only 

available to some should not be accessible by everyone.

• Integrity: The information is not tampered whenever it travels from source to destination or even stored at rest.

• Availability: The services of an organization remain available even while under attack and when man-made or natural 

disasters are faced.



Threat Model – 1. Attack Surface

▪ Input features are collected from sensors or data repositories

▪ Processed in the digital domain

▪ Used by the model to produce an output

▪ The output is

communicated

to an external

system or user

and acted upon.



Threat Model – 2. Trust Model

▪ Actors

• Data Owners: The owners or trustees of the data/environment that the system is deployed within

−e.g., an IT organization deploying a face recognition authentication service

• System Providers: The provider who constructs the system and the algorithms

−e.g., the authentication service software vendors

• Consumers: The system provides for consumers of the service

−e.g., enterprise users

• Outsiders: Users who may have explicit or incidental access to the systems, or may simply be able to influence the system 

inputs

−e.g., other users or adversaries within the enterprise

▪ Each actor is assigned to a level of trust (trusted, untrusted, partially trusted)

▪ Identify the potential ways that bad actors may attack the system.



Threat Model – 3. Adversarial Capabilities

▪ Training

• Attempt to influence the model, in essence guiding the learning process towards a vulnerable model.

• Actions

−Read: Access to a summary, a portion or all of the training data (through explicit attacks or via an untrusted data 

collection component) (e.g., the attacker can use a substitute model to test potential inputs before submitting them to 

the victim) * Access to training data may impact privacy

−Injection: Alters the training data either by inserting adversarial inputs into the existing training data possibly as a 

malicious user.

−Modification: Alters the training data directly by direct attacks or via an untrusted data collection component.

−Logic Corruption: The adversaries can tamper with the learning algorithm, sometimes easily by colluding with an 

untrusted ML training component.



Threat Model – 3. Adversarial Capabilities

▪ Inference

• Adversaries use:

−Exploratory Attacks to compromise integrity: Cause it to produce adversary selected outputs

−Oracle Attacks to compromise confidentiality: Extract the model itself (or model characteristics)

• Inference attacks can be classified into:

−White-Box Attacks:

−Attacker has some information about the model or its original training data, possibly due to untrusted actors.

o e.g., an adversary who has access to the model h and its parameters θ, may identify parts of the feature space x, for which the 

model has high error, and exploit that by altering an input into that space, as in adversarial example crafting

−Black-Box Attacks:

−Attacker has no knowledge. Information about the setting or past inputs are used to infer model vulnerability.

o e.g., the adversary explores a model by providing a series of carefully crafted inputs and observing outputs



Threat Model – 3. Adversarial Capabilities



Threat Model – 4. Adversarial Goals

▪ Confidentiality and Privacy

• Attacks on confidentiality attempt to expose:

−the model structure or parameters (which may be highly valuable intellectual property) or

−the data used to train and test it (e.g., patient data)

• Potential risks are adversaries:

−Performing membership tests (to know whether an individual is in a dataset or not) [30]

−Recovering of partially known inputs (complete an input vector with the most likely missing bits)

−Extraction of the training data using the model’s predictions [29]

• Machine learning models have enough capacity to capture and memorize elements of their training data [29], therefore 

it is hard to provide guarantees that participation in a dataset does not harm the privacy of an individual.



Threat Model – 4. Adversarial Goals

▪ Integrity

• Attacks on integrity induce particular outputs or behaviors of the adversary’s choosing.

• Often conducted through manipulations of the data on which the ML system trains or predicts.

• Aim to undermine the confidence of the inference process

−e.g., inducing false positives in a face recognition system, affect the authentication process’ integrity

• Wrong outputs differ depending on the task type:

−Supervised Learning: Assign the wrong class to a legitimate image

−Unsupervised Learning: Produce a meaningless representation of the input

−Reinforcement Learning: Act unintelligently given the environment state.

• Examples

−Force an automotive’ s computer vision system to misprocess a traffic sign, resulting in the car accelerating.



Threat Model – 4. Adversarial Goals

▪ Availability

• Attacks on availability attempt to prevent legitimate users from accessing meaningful model outputs or the features of 

the system itself.

• Aim to reduce the quality, performance or access.

▪ Example

• Set an autonomous vehicle to behave erratically or non-deterministically in a given environment.



Attacks Taxonomy - Training

▪ Targeting Integrity

• Poisoning Attacks: Alter the training dataset by inserting, editing or removing points with the intent of modifying the 

decision boundaries of the targeted model.

▪ Kearns et al

• Achieving an error rate of ε at inference requires 𝛽 ≤
𝜀

1+𝜀
for any learning algorithm

where β is the adversarial capability to modify a fraction β of the training data

−i.e., To achieve 90% of accuracy y (ε=0.1), the adversary manipulation rate must be ≤ 10%

• Training time attacks almost always require some degree of knowledge about the learning procedure, in order to disrupt 

it through manipulation of the data.



Attacks Taxonomy - Training

▪ Label Manipulation

• The attack surface is limited: Attackers must find the most harmful labels to perturb in the data  (randomly draw new 

labels) given partial or full knowledge of the learning algorithm ran by the defender.

▪ Biggio et al

• Supervised Learning (SVM Classifiers)

• Binary Output

−Unclear whether this attack would generalize to multi-class classifiers

• Inference performance is degraded:

−As long as the adversary randomly flips ~40% of training labels

−As long as the adversary uses heuristics for ~30% of training labels

o Heuristics improve the adversary’s chances of success

• To measure the impact on model’s performance a new ML model needs to be learned for each poisoned point.

−High Computation Cost



Attacks Taxonomy - Training

▪ Input Manipulation

• Attackers can corrupt the input features of training points processed by the model, considering knowledge of the learning 

algorithm and the training set.

▪ Direct Poisoning

• Most efforts in this area focus on clustering models, where the intuitive strategy for adversaries is to slowly displace the 

center of the cluster to have points misclassified at inference.

• Online Learning: New training data are collected at regular intervals and the parameter values θ are computed on a 

sliding window of that data (by observing the environment in which the system evolves)

• Kloft et al

−Inserted poisoned points in a training set for anomaly detection

−Revisited in the context of malware clustering

o Decision boundary is gradually shifted



Attacks Taxonomy - Training

▪ Input Manipulation

• Attackers can corrupt the input features of training points processed by the model, considering knowledge of the learning 

algorithm and the training set.

▪ Indirect Poisoning

• Attackers have no access to pre-processing data; hence they must instead poison the model’s training data before it’s pre-

processing

• Perdisci et al

−Inserted perturbations in worm traffic flows (training data), therefore prevented Polygraph from learning meaningful 

signatures

−Polygraph: A polymorphic worm signature generation tool



Attacks Taxonomy - Training

▪ Targeting Confidentiality & Privacy

• Considered as a general access control issue of the system hosting the data



Attacks Taxonomy – Inference

▪ White-Box Adversaries

• Integrity

−Direct Manipulation of Model Inputs

o The adversary’s goal may be to have a classifier assign the wrong class to inputs

o F: X-> Y where F is a pre-trained text classification model

o Xlegit -> y

o Xadv -> t <> y

o Misclassification: When t can be any label different from y

o Source-Target Misclassification: When the target t is chosen

−When crafting malware that evades detection by a ML system, it is easier to introduce perturbations that only modify a 

limited subset of the features, rather than making small changes to all features.



Attacks Taxonomy – Inference

−Indirect Manipulation of Model Inputs

o Strategies operating in this threat model construct adversarial examples in the physical domain stage.

o To be resilient to the pipeline’s deformations, adversarial examples in physical domains need to introduce adapted, often larger, 

perturbations.

o This suggests that enforcing physical realizability and domain constraints may reduce a model’s error space.



Attacks Taxonomy – Inference

• Privacy and Confidentiality

−The adversary already has access to the model parameters.

−Membership Test: Determine whether a particular input was used in the training dataset of a model

−Training data extraction



Attacks Taxonomy – Inference

▪ Black-Box Adversaries

• Integrity

−Direct Manipulation of Model Inputs

o Adversarial example transferability

o The property that adversarial examples crafted as misclassified by a  model are likely misclassified by a different model.

o This property holds even when models are trained on different datasets



Attacks Taxonomy – Inference

• Privacy and Confidentiality

−Membership Attacks: Attacker is looking to test whether or not a specific point was part of the training dataset.

−Training Data Extraction/Inversion Attack: Enables adversaries to extract training data from model predictions. i.e. For a 

medicine dosage prediction task, given access to the model and auxiliary information about the patient’s stable 

medicine dosage, attackers can recover genomic information about the patient.

−Model Extraction: Extract parameters of the model from the observation of its predictions.

o Privacy issue because models have been shown to memorize training data at least partially.



Defenses Taxonomy

▪ Robustness of models to distribution drifts

• Defending against training-time attacks

−Constrain the PCA algorithm to search for a direction whose projections maximize a univariate dispersion measure 

based on robust projection pursuit estimators instead of the standard deviation.

−Add regularization term to the loss function of SVMs, to reduce the model sensitivity to out-of-diagonal kernel matrix 

elements.

−Use of regularization in the optimization problems solved to train ML models.

−Augment the defender with a detection model that attempts to remove data points outside a feasible set (i.e., outliers) 

before the model is learned.

• Defending against inference-time attacks

−Defending by gradient masking

o Use contractive models trained using a smoothness penalty, which is defined with the norm of the model’s Jacobian matrix.

• Robust but penalty reduces their capacity (performance and applicability)

o Adapt distillation, a mechanism designed to compress large models into smaller ones while preserving prediction accuracy

−Defending against larger perturbations

o Adversarial Training: Fit model with mixture of legitimate and adversarial samples



Defenses Taxonomy

▪ Learning and Inferring with Privacy

• Training

−Randomized response: users respond to server queries with the true answer at a probability q, and otherwise return a 

random value with probability 1−q.

−Objective perturbation: Introduce random noise in the cost function minimized during learning

o Provides differential privacy

• Inference

−Homomorphic encryption: Encrypt the data in a form that allows a neural network to process it without decrypting it.

o Limitations: Performance overhead, Restricted set of arithmetic operations supported by homomorphic encryption
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▪ ML-based text classification is widely used for:

• Sentiment Analysis (user reviews/comments)

• Toxic Content Analysis (irony, sarcasm, insults, harassment and abusive content)

▪ These algorithms are found to be vulnerable against input manipulation

Research Problem



▪ Concerns raised for text classification systems:

• Decision making

• Financial Loss

• Reputational Impact

• Service Continuity

▪ The existence of such adversarial examples seriously undermines their 

usability.

Impact



▪ Adversarial examples mainly focus on the image domain.

▪ It is more challenging to deal with text data due to its discrete property, which 

is hard to optimize.

▪ In the text domain, small perturbations are usually clearly perceptible, and the 

replacement of a single word may drastically alter the semantics of the 

sentence.

Challenges



▪ Mechanisms proposed generate adversarial texts by replacing a word with an 

out-of-vocabulary one.

▪ Although seminal, they are limited in practice due to the following reasons:

• They are not computationally efficient

• They are designed under the white-box setting

• They require manual intervention

• They are designed against a particular NLP model and are not comprehensively evaluated

Related Efforts



▪ TextBugger generates adversarial texts:
• Utility-preserving (keeps its original meaning for human readers)

• Under both white-box and black-box settings

• Effectively and efficiently

• Transferrable (although generated against offline models can be successfully transferred to online 
systems)

▪ TextBugger is evaluated for semantic analysis and toxic content detection on a group 
of:
• State-of-the-art machine learning models and

• Popular real-world online Deep Learning-based Text Understanding (DLTU) applications

▪ Defense Strategies

Contribution



▪ Problem Formulation

• F: X-> Y where F is a pre-trained text classification model

• Xlegit -> y

• Xadv -> t <> y

▪ Threat Model

• White-Box Setting: Complete knowledge about the targeted model (incl. architecture parameters)

• Black-Box Setting: Not aware of the model architecture, parameters or training data

▪ Methodology

1. Sort the words considering their importance

2. Apply five bug generation methods

3. Choose the optimal bug (greater decrease of confidence value)

4. Replace the original word to obtain a new text

5. If the classifier gives the new text a different label, the adversarial text is found.

✓ While preserving the semantic similarity above a defined threshold

6. If not, the steps above are repeated to replace the next word.

How the Solution Works



▪ Step 1: Find Important Words
• Compute the Jacobian matrix for the given input text

−The importance score of each word within the input sequences

• Sort the words in inverse order according to the importance value

▪ Step 2: Bugs Generation
• Bug: An original word slightly changed, sufficient for creating adversarial text.

• Requirement: Adversarial sentence is visually and semantically similar to the original for human 
understanding.

• Kinds of perturbations used:

−Character-Level Perturbation:

o Important words are deliberately misspelled, therefore converted to “unknown”

−Word-Level Perturbation:

o Use of a semantic-preserving technique, aiming to change the sentiment of the input text completely.

o Global Vectors for Word Representation (GloVe): Replace the word with its topk nearest neighbors.

How the Solution Works – White-Box Attack
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Physical Interpretation

How each individual joint space velocity 
contribute to task space velocity

Jacobian Matrix



How the Solution Works – Black-Box Attack



How the Solution Works – Black-Box Attack



▪ Datasets (positive and negative movie reviews):
• IMDB / Rotten Tomatoes Movie Reviews

▪ Targeted Models
• White-Box Attacks: TextBugger was evaluated on LR, Kim’s CNN and the LSTM

• Black-Box Attacks: TextBugger was evaluated on ten sentiment analysis platforms/models (i.e., 
Google Cloud NLP, IBM Watson Natural Language Understanding, Microsoft Azure Text Analytics, 
Amazon AWS Comprehend, Facebook fastText, ParallelDots, TheySay Sentiment, Aylien Sentiment, 
TextProcessing, Mashape Sentiment)

▪ Baseline Algorithms
• White-Box Attack was compared with three methods (Random, FGSM+Nearest Neighbor Search, 

DeepFool+NNS)

• Black-Box attack was compared with DeepWordBug

How the Solution Performs – Sentiment Analysis



▪ Evaluation Metrics (utility of the generated adversarial texts)
• Edit Distance:

−Quantify how dissimilar two strings are

oCount the minimum number of operations required to transform one string to the other.

• Removal, insertion, substitution of characters in the string

• Jaccard Similarity Coefficient:

−Measure the similarity and diversity of finite sample sets.

o The greater the value is, means higher sample similarity.

• Euclidean Distance:

−Measure of the true straight-line distance between two points in the Euclidean space.

• Semantic Similarity:

−Measures the quality of the generated adversarial texts.

oDegree to which two pieces of text carry the similar meaning

oNeeds to be above a defined threshold

How the Solution Performs – Sentiment Analysis



▪ Implementation

• Each experiment was repeated 5 times and the mean value is reported.

• This replication is important because training is stochastic and thus introduces variance in 

performance.

• The semantic similarity threshold was set to 0.8 to guarantee a good trade-off between 

quality and strength of the generated adversarial text.

How the Solution Performs – Sentiment Analysis



▪ Attack Performance
• Effectiveness and Efficiency

−Focus Points:
oOriginal model accuracy in non-adversarial setting

oRandomly choosing words to change has hardly any influence on the final result

o TextBugger has higher success rate with lower perturbed words

How the Solution Performs – Sentiment Analysis
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▪ Attack Performance

• Impact of Document Length

−Focus Points:

o As long as the document is, an increased number of changes is needed to create the adversarial text:

• The success rate is stable
• The score decrease is greater
• The time needed is greater

o TextBugger may fail to convert the negative reviews to positive reviews in some cases, but it can still reduce the confidence value of the 
classification results.

How the Solution Performs – Sentiment Analysis



▪ Dataset

• Kaggle Toxic Comment Classification

−Contains large number of Wikipedia comments which have been labelled by human 

raters for toxic behavior

▪ Targeted Model

• White-Box Attack: TextBugger was evaluated on self-trained LR, CNN, LSTM models.

• Black-Box Attack: TextBugger was evaluated on five toxic content detection 

platforms/models (Google Perspective, IBM Natural Language Classifier, Facebook fastText, 

ParallelDots AI, Aylien Offensive Detector)

How the Solution Performs – Toxic Content



▪ Attack Performance

▪ Effectiveness and Efficiency

▪ Focus Points:

• White-Box: More perturbed words but higher success rate

• Black-Box: Higher success rate in less time and with lower perturbed words

How the Solution Performs – Sentiment Analysis



▪ Spelling Check

• Used under black-box setting

• Used a context-aware spelling check service provided by Microsoft Azure

• TextBugger still has higher success rate than DeepWordBug on multiple online platforms after correcting the 

misspelled words.

▪ Adversarial Training

• Used under white-box setting

• Trained the model with adversarial examples.

• This method improves the robustness of machine learning models against adversarial examples (decreases 

their success rate)

• Limitation: Attackers usually do not make their approaches or adversarial texts public.

Defensive Strategies


